Analogies
Worksheet 2

An analogy consists of two pairs of related words where the relationship between the two members of each pair is the same.

Example: puppy : dog :: kitten : cat
Read: puppy is to dog as kitten is to cat
A puppy is a young dog, and a kitten is a young cat.

Choose the word which best completes each analogy.

ounce : weight :: degree : __________
(a) heavy
(b) pound
(c) measure
(d) temperature

robin : bird :: schnauzer : __________
(a) dog
(b) hunter
(c) catch
(d) bark

turtle : reptile :: dog : __________
(a) mammal
(b) lizard
(c) cat
(d) poodle

snake : slither :: frog : __________
(a) croak
(b) hop
(c) pond
(d) bite

fish : aquarium :: bird : __________
(a) tree
(b) cage
(c) air
(d) water

saxophone : reed :: guitar : __________
(a) chord
(b) wood
(c) violin
(d) string

radio : listen :: television : __________
(a) watch
(b) show
(c) screen
(d) broadcast
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